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Projektet

Antaganden om olycksfall– generaliserbarhet för 
praktiskt utredningsarbete

•How do we work today to deal with the need
to adapt to unforeseen or dangerous events (resilience)?

•How do accident investigators deal with opposition 
to remedial actions (resilience vs safety culture)

•Do we need to fail before we can learn? (resilience 
culture)
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Safe acts

• Resilience Engineering
(RE) perspective provides
new focus

• Increase, support and 
strengthen the things that 
go right

• RE is a systems ability to 
adapt to ongoing
situation

• Need for systematic
models and tools



”Working close to the margins of safety”

• Make explicit what today is 
implicit 

• Focus groups with 
practitioners across
domains

• Everyday work practices
where small variations may
have large consequenses

• Safety margin –assessment
of when the boundary of 

acceptable performance has 
been crossed



Data Collection

• 9 focus groups, 32 

participants

– Safety related issues & 

accident investigation

– 3-4 participants in each

group

– Mixed domain groups

– 3 hours (27 hours)

Domain Participants

Health Care 13

Nuclear 8

Transportation (Maritime, ATC, 

Railway, Road)

6

Occupational Safety 3

Emergency Services 2

Total 32



Data Collection

Main themes discussed:

•”Identify situations in your everyday working

environment where the margins of safety are 

small”

•”What affects the situation in a positive and 

negative way”

•”How do you manage the situations”



Initial analysis

• 67 situations of ”working close to the safety

margin” identified

• 17 situations with strategies for managing the 

situations (22 in total)

• Analysed strategies using three frameworks
(Furniss et al., 2010, Hollnagel & Rasmussen, 1981, Hollnagel, 2009)

• Developed a framework for analysing the 

results adapted to the data



Framework for analyzing resilience strategies

• Framework aims at describing the situation and the 
enabling factor

Strategy: the countermeasure taken to avoid, respond to 
or learn from the unwanted outcome.

Unwanted consequence: answers the question why is 
this strategy was used 

Resources and enabling (for strategy): what resources 
and conditions are needed in order for successful 
implementation of the strategy. 

Forces and Condition (of situation): conditions are the 
actual circumstances which causes the system to 
perform close to margins of safety the and the 
reason for the conditions are the forces behind.

Resilience cornerstones: what system capability is the 
strategy targeting?

Sharp and blunt end: Origin of the strategy 
(combinations are common)



Example 1. Railway

• Step and handle on the outside

• Happens daily and considered ”normal”

• Problem hard to solve



Example 1. Railway



Example 2. Medical labeling

• Medicin packets from 

pharmacutical

companies look similare

• Barriers may be 

bypassed in 

emergencies

• Different hospitals use

different strategies



Example 2. Medical labeling



Initial findings

• Motivation behind the 
framework make sharp-
end strategies explicit

• Sharp-end strategies can
become blunt-end
strategy (and the other
way around)

• Local adaptations can
potentially harm the 
system if not 
acknowledged

• Combination of the 
cornerstones



Next Steps

• Continue analysis of the 17 examples

– Generalization using a more abstract level

• Framework as a guide for practitioners to  

identify, analyse and find patterns of 

strategies and their charachteristics
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